Ref No. FF-INRPO/GEN/07/Maint/Civil/2020-2021/38 Date: 27/08/2020

ENQUIRY LETTER

To

Web Site www.barc.gov.in

Sub: Enquiry for “Replacement of DG set exhaust pipeline at FF, INRPO, NRB, BARC Tarapur.”

Please find enclosed herewith a copy of Enquiry of Minor Work Contract “Replacement of DG set exhaust pipeline at FF, INRPO, NRB, BARC Tarapur” Due date is 07/09/2020.

Matter For upload.

Government of India
Bhabha Atomic Research Centre
Nuclear Recycle Board
INRPO(O), Fuel Fabrication, Tarapur

Ref No. FF-INRPO/GEN/07/Maint/Civil/2020-2021/38 Date: 27/08/2020

NOTICE INVITING ENQUIRY

On line Enquiry for “Replacement of DG set exhaust pipeline at FF, INRPO, NRB, BARC Tarapur,” is invited from the experienced and competent contractor on or before 07/09/2020 up to 1200 hrs. The quotation will be opened on line on the same day at 1500 Hrs.

Enquiry letter and detailed terms and conditions for submission of tender shall be downloaded from www.tenderwizard.com/DAE. For any query or clarifications Interested contractor are requested to contact office of The Superintendent Maintenance, FF, INRPO, NRB, BARC Tarapur on all working day (Monday to Friday) between 1200Hrs to 1400 Hrs.

Prospective vendor or his authorized representative shall bring photo identification proof like Passport/ Voter's Identity Card/ Driving License/ PAN Card/Adhar card for entry into BARC premises for seeing the actual job condition. Prior intimation on phone (02525-290340, 290353, and 290050) shall have to be made by the bidder so as to arrange entry to BARC Tarapur Complex.

General Manager,
FF, INRPO, NRB, BARC TARAPUR